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bstract

Survival in today’s economic climate and competitive retail environment requires more than just low prices and innovative products. To compete
ffectively, businesses must focus on the customer’s shopping experience. To manage a customer’s experience, retailers should understand what
customer experience” actually means. Customer experience includes every point of contact at which the customer interacts with the business,
roduct, or service. Customer experience management represents a business strategy designed to manage the customer experience. It represents
strategy that results in a win–win value exchange between the retailer and its customers. This paper focuses on the role of macro factors in the
etail environment and how they can shape customer experiences and behaviors. Several ways (e.g., promotion, price, merchandise, supply chain
nd location) to deliver a superior customer experience are identified which should result in higher customer satisfaction, more frequent shopping
isits, larger wallet shares, and higher profits.

2009 New York University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Retailing research has always been one of the mainstays of the
arketing field, as evidenced by the status of Journal of Retailing

s its oldest journal, established in 1925. In line with its rich
istory of publishing the articles that tackle the most important
nd substantive issues faced by retailers and their suppliers and
o foster collaboration and shared insights among researchers
nd practitioners, Journal of Retailing offers this special issue
n “Enhancing the Retail Customer Experience.”2

Understanding and enhancing the customer experience sits
top most marketing and chief executives’ agendas, both in con-

umer packaged goods manufacturing and retailing fields and
t remains a critical area for academic research. To spur greater
nderstanding, this special issue serves as a vehicle to stimulate
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esearch on issues that affect how retailers and their suppliers
an enhance the customer experience.

These issues become even more timely and important in
he face of 30–40 percent stock price losses for many firms,

ajor concerns about the sustainability of major financial insti-
utions and the U.S. auto industry, and fluctuating energy costs.
he popular press reports that retailers will close tens of thou-
ands of stores in 2009, with several more filing for Chapter 11
ankruptcy protection in the face of the worst economic envi-
onment in more than 40 years (Blount 2009). Retailers must
ssess every location; if it does not produce profit, the store
ill not be viable. Strong promotional efforts by online retail-

rs, including deep discounts and free shipping, have persuaded
ome consumers to shop, but these measures cut deeply into
heir profits.

Desperate measures are being taken to reverse the trend.
hus, retailers and their suppliers must do everything possible

o compete for a shrinking share of consumers’ wallets. Many
etailers are realizing that their growth and profitability are

eing determined by the little things that make a big differ-
nce in customer satisfaction and loyalty; for example, easy
nteractions between the customers and the firm, consistency of
he message across all the communication channels, providing
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Fig. 1. Orga

ultiple channels to interact and shop, and finally being
esponsive to customer needs and feedback.

In recent years, many articles have summarized key findings
ublished in this journal during this decade (e.g., Brown and
ant 2008a; Brown and Dant 2008b; Grewal and Levy 2007).
hese reviews contain suggestions for research and practice; the
rticles in this special issue supplement the existing reviews by
roviding insights from both marketing and related fields. We
resent the organizing framework in Fig. 1.

Following Fig. 1, we first discuss the macro factors that affect
etailers and the customer experience. The second section con-
ains an overview of the retail customer experience, the firm
ontrolled factors (aka: retail drivers) and marketing and finan-
ial metrics. As shown in the framework, the macro factors can
ffect the retail drivers as well as the customer experience. Cus-
omer experience then mediates the impact of retail drivers on
etail performance. For example, articles by Puccinelli et al.
2009) and Verhoef et al. (2009) illuminate the customer side of
he retail shopping equation. To provide a better understanding
f retail drivers, other authors examine promotion (Ailawadi et
l. 2009), price and competitive effects (Kopalle et al. 2009),
erchandise management (Mantrala et al. 2009), supply chains

Ganesan et al. 2009), and location. Since none of the papers
n this special issue specifically address location issues, we call
or additional work in this significant area. We then examine
he various metrics (Petersen et al. 2009) that can assess retail
erformance. Finally, insights from recent articles published in
R in 2008 are summarized, in Appendix A.

The role of macro factors

For world markets in general and retailing in particular, 2008
epresented a very turbulent year. Some current retailing trends
esult from major macroeconomic and political factors, such as
ramatic gasoline price fluctuations, which influenced the cost
f alternative fuels such as corn and soy, causing shortfalls in

ther items derived from these crops and an ensuing increase
n food prices. On the consumer front, many people’s savings
ave evaporated, primarily because of the precipitous decline in
tock prices, suffering real estate markets, and increasing unem-
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loyment. Consumers thus take greater care in what they buy,
here they buy, and how much they will pay. As the null entries
nder the column “Macro” in Appendix A makes abundantly
lear, these macro factors have not received sufficient research
ttention.

The popular press is replete with stories about the effects
f economic factors (e.g., gasoline prices, inflation, recession,
nemployment, interest rates, and declining stock markets) on
onsumer shopping behavior. Economic and financial uncer-
ainty also has influenced the retail environment, and several
rominent retailers (e.g., Linens ‘N Things, Levitz, Circuit
ity, Sharper Image) have either closed their doors or filed

or bankruptcy protection. In such challenging economic times,
ustomers search for value: they have not necessarily stopped
hopping per se, but they are shopping more carefully and delib-
rately. Some purchase in similar merchandise categories but at
tores that offer lower prices, such as H&M, Wal-Mart, or Costco
Capell 2008; Coupe 2008), whereas others search for products
r services they perceive as special because they appear stylish,
rendy, prestigious, or reflective of media hype (Mui 2008).

To create excitement in order to attract customers to their
tores, and potentially increase profit margins, several promi-
ent retailers have expanded their assortment of private label
fferings. They are moving beyond the idea of private labels
s being only low price/low quality alternatives to national
rands. Instead, retailers provide premium private labels that
ometimes exceed their national brand counterparts in quality
atings, including Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Choice (U.S.), Loblaw’s
resident’s Choice (Canada), Tesco’s Finest (U.K.), Marks &
pencer’s St. Michael (U.K.), Woolworth Select (Australia),
ick and Pay’s Choice (South Africa), and Albert Heijn’s AH
elect (Netherlands) (Kumar and Steenkamp 2007). Another
rivate-label alternative uses exclusive co-branding, such that
he brand is developed by a national brand vendor, often
n conjunction with a retailer, and sold exclusively by that
etailer. For instance, JCPenney now offers lines designed by

enneth Cole and Ralph Lauren, called Le Tigre and American
iving, respectively (Mui 2008). In this context, the stores

hat consumers do not perceive as offering either low prices or
alient attributes are the most vulnerable.
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Although hardly a sufficient silver lining, researchers now
ave the opportunity to examine more thoroughly many of
he issues discussed in the remainder of this introduction in a
ew light. How do consumers react differently to price promo-
ions, merchandise assortments, or private-label offerings in an
conomic crisis? Can retailers take certain actions to increase
atronage, both before and during a shopping experience? Does
onsumer cherry picking change when consumers face more dif-
cult economic trade-offs? Will consumers continue to embrace
ore expensive and higher quality private-label merchandise?
ow should retailers alter their assortments—should they con-

inue to experiment with new categories that previously appeared
nly in stores with different retail formats? Will price elastic-
ties for substitute and complementary purchases differ during
conomic downturns? What innovative strategies might multi-
hannel and online retailers use to gain greater shares of wallet?
nd how might retailers adjust their global sourcing strategies

nd the way they work with and develop relationships with their
lobal vendors? These questions and many more depend on the
acroeconomic issues that confront consumers and the retailers

hey serve.

Consumer research and customer experience management

The key to retailing success is to understand one’s customers.
irms like Information Resources Inc. specialize in provid-

ng consumer packaged goods and retailing clients consumer
nsights that pertain to their customer segments (e.g., geogra-
hy and usage) and various marketing mix variables. Academic
esearch into consumer behavior also can guide the models used
n practice. Retail practitioners have the benefits of a rich body
f consumer research focusing on the customer experience, and
wo articles (Puccinelli et al. 2009; Verhoef et al. 2009) in this
pecial issue highlight key areas in this research stream.

Verhoef et al. (2009) recognize the importance of past cus-
omer experiences, store environments, service interfaces, and
tore brands on future experiences. They define customer experi-
nce carefully, considering it “holistic in nature and involve[ing]
he customer’s cognitive, affective, emotional, social and physi-
al responses to the retailer. This experience is created not only
y those factors that the retailer can control (e.g., service inter-
ace, retail atmosphere, assortment, price), but also by factors
utside of the retailer’s control (e.g., influence of others, purpose
f shopping)” (Verhoef et al. 2009, p. 32).

Verhoef et al. (2009) also notes the need to consider cus-
omers’ experiences in stores and with other channels, as well
s the evolution of the total experience over time. They sug-
est that longitudinal research needs to be done to more fully
xplore whether the drivers of the retail experience are stable.
t is likely that different retail drivers have differential effects at
he various stages of the decision process, and as a function of
he customer’s experience level.

Puccinelli et al. (2009) instead focus on seven consumer

ehavior research domains that influence the customer expe-
ience: (1) goals, schemas, and information processing; (2)
emory; (3) involvement; (4) attitudes; (5) affect; (6) atmo-

pherics; and (7) consumer attributions and choices. They

e
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G
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llustrate insights gleaned from each topical area, using stan-
ard consumer decision-making stages (i.e., need recognition,
nformation search, evaluation, purchase, and post-purchase).

For example, consumer goals play an important role in deter-
ining how consumers perceive the retail environment and

arious retail marketing mix elements. Goals such as entertain-
ent, recreation, social interaction, and intellectual stimulation

Arnold and Reynolds 2003) also affect the way consumers
roceed through the stages of the consumer decision pro-
ess. Therefore, goals and the resulting customer experiences
elp shape product/retailer goal-derived categories or structures
Barsalou 1991), such that consumers looking to save money
ay make strong associations with warehouse club stores. Goals

r schemas help consumers make their shopping decisions, and a
etter understanding of consumer goals and related stored infor-
ation in turn would help retailers develop innovative retail

ormats.
Another academic area of inquiry pertains to how people

ncode, retain, and retrieve retail information from memory
Puccinelli et al. 2009). The level of information encoding
epends on the level of information processing undertaken by the
onsumer (Craik and Lockhart 1972), and the level of process-
ng appears contingent on motivation, opportunity, and ability
e.g., MacInnis and Jaworski 1989). Retailers should utilize the
ich memory research to devise strategies (e.g., signage) to aid
onsumers in making quicker associations, ranging from help-
ng them to choose the store to shop for inexpensive toys to
nforming them where the toys are within the store to providing
alient cues that highlight their price savings.

Research on involvement in retailing considers how retailers
ight motivate a disinterested consumer into becoming inter-

sted in a product or service and ultimately making a purchase.
nvolved consumers likely engage in greater and more elaborate
houghts about the products (Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann
983), which in turn prompts them to focus on key product
ttributes rather than peripheral cues, such as advertised refer-
nce prices (Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003). Thus, retailers
hould systematically undertake in-store activities (e.g., taste
ests and demonstrations) to increase consumer involvement
nd purchase. In-store demonstrations might increase customer
nvolvement and lead to greater purchases of private-label mer-
handise because consumers may not have well-developed
roduct expectations or their expectations may be weaker for
rivate labels than for national brands.

Retailers already devote considerable time and effort to devel-
ping and cultivating favorable attitudes toward their stores, with
he goal of increasing patronage. But recent research questions
he validity of this attitude–behavior link (Park and MacInnis
006). Additional research should focus on understanding the
ontextual retail factors that reinforce this link, which would
nsure that a favorable attitude toward a retailer translates into
ctual retail sales.

Store atmospherics and the social environment are topics cov-

red in by Puccinelli et al. (2009) and Verhoef et al. (2009).
etail environmental factors, such as social features, design, and
mbience, can result in enhanced pleasure and arousal (Baker,
rewal, and Levy 1992; Mehrabian and Russell 1974). Recently
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elf-service technologies have been introduced to supplement
he social environmental factor (i.e., employee component) in
tores. The use of self-service technology (e.g., self-checkout
nd price scanner machines mounted on a shopping cart) can
nfluence the consumer shopping experience (Verhoef et al.
009). Verhoef et al. (2009) highlight the need to understand the
egative effects of these self-service technologies on employee
orale (i.e., the fear of losing one’s job) as well as the balance

etween the negative overall effect on the customer experience
i.e., no contact with store personnel) with the positive time-
aving effects.

Other research in this area examines the sociability of retail
mployees; the presence and age of other consumers in the retail
r service setting (e.g., Verhoef et al. 2009; Thakor, Suri, and
aleh 2008); and the effect of crowds, music, and lighting (see

he review by Baker et al. 2002). Wang et al. (2007) realize
he role of avatars’ sociability and how it enhances consumers’
leasure, arousal, and patronage, but additional research should
nvestigate the role of atmospheric cues in the online world.

Verhoef et al. (2009) suggest the need to better understand
he role of other consumers in the shopping experience. They
ote that the presence of other consumers can have a negative
r destructive effect on the shopping experience, for example,
ittering a store or restaurant or leaving a display area or an end
ap a mess. Building on the work by Martin and Pranter (1989,
991), Verhoef et al. (2009) argue that retailers and service
roviders should explore consumer compatibility management,
hich involves facilitating compatible consumers to shop or

ign up for services which enriches everyone’s experience (e.g.,
cooking class, a health club yoga class). Finally, attribution

heory-related research provides various insights into how con-
umers view product and service failures and how retailers and
ervice providers can develop recovery strategies. For exam-
le, a recent article by Grewal, Roggeveen, and Tsiros (2008)
uggests that service providers should compensate consumers
or frequent service failures for which the firm is responsible.
rady et al. (2008) demonstrate the positive effects of brand
quity in mitigating some of the negative consequences of fail-
re. Building on this area of inquiry, retailers might tackle a
ost of persistent issues, including problems with products and
ervices, out-of-stock situations, and delivery.

The promotion experience

Literature on integrated marketing communications is vast,
ut research pertaining to retailing is very specific. Ailawadi et
l. (2009) logically organize this body of research into manufac-
urer promotion decisions, as it relates to retailers, and retailer
romotion: the manufacturer primarily is interested in using pro-
otions to enhance the performance of its brands, whereas the

etailer is interested in enhancing their own performance (van
eerde and Neslin 2008).
Significant research on trade promotions centers on the extent
f the monetary savings passed on to consumers. Some contro-
ersy surrounds the impact of pass-through trade promotions;
pecifically, does a trade promotion from one manufacturer in a
iven period influence the promotion of another manufacturer’s

2
l
p
t
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rand in the same period (e.g., Moorthy 2005)? The account-
ng records pertaining to trade promotions remain inadequate
or deriving a definite answer (Parvatiyar et al. 2005). Ailawadi
t al. (2009) therefore suggest further research should exam-
ne how different types of trade promotions get funded, passed
hrough, and perform.

Consumer promotions also take several forms, including
rice promotions, loss leaders, and in-store displays. Meta-
nalyses show that the immediate increase in sales of a promoted
tem is substantial (Bijmolt, van Heerde, and Pieters 2005; Pan
nd Shankar 2008). However, brand switching as a result of con-
umer promotions is closer to 30–45 percent (van Heerde and
eslin 2008), far less than previous estimates of approximately
0 percent (e.g., Bell, Chiang, and Padmanabhan 1999).

A consumer promotion, such as a loss leader, on one item
hould increase sales of other items and overall profits, yet
mpirical research in this area is mixed (e.g., Walters and
acKenzie 1988 versus Gauri, Talukdar, and Ratchford 2008).
ilawadi et al.’s (2009) review indicates that consumer “cherry
icking” for special prices has a relatively minor impact on
etailer profits; they also conclude that not all promotions
ave a positive revenue impact for retailers though. Rather, the
rofit impact is decidedly mixed (e.g., Srinivasan et al. 2004;
teenkamp et al. 2005).

A plethora of research investigates the impact of different
ypes of promotions on sales and profits, including the com-
osition of flyers (Gijsbrechts, Campo, and Goossens 2003).
ikewise, several articles examine the impact of framing a retail
romotion, that is, how the retailer communicates the deal price
o the consumer (for meta-analyses, see Compeau and Grewal
998; Krishna et al. 2002). It would be interesting to determine
ow such research translates into new media, such as the Internet,
-mail, blogs, shopper marketing, social marketing, and m-
ommerce. For example, the nuances of how new media perform
elative to traditional media remain poorly understood, so ques-
ions regarding budget allocations and the interactions among
ew media and between new and traditional media demand addi-
ional investigation. In the spirit of such an endeavor, Chiou-Wei
nd Inman (2008) use panel data to understand the drivers of
nline coupon redemption.

Although most retail promotions emphasize price, studies
ften consider them in isolation. Yet price promotion coordi-
ation is a key driver of retailer profitability (Bolton, Shankar,
nd Montoya 2007). Retailers and researchers alike need more
nformation about the impact of coordinating price promotions
ithin and across categories and across retail formats within
chain, such as Wal-Mart and Neighborhood Markets (Gauri,
rivedi, and Grewal 2008).

Common wisdom and analytical work (Sethuraman 2006)
uggests that national brands should be promoted more than
rivate-label brands, because the national brands attract cus-
omers’ attention and attract them to the store. Yet retailers
romote private-label merchandise (Shankar and Krishnamurthi

008), because they generally earn higher margins on private
abels (Ailawadi et al. 2006). Shankar and Krishnamurthi (2008)
rovide some insights into how to price and promote manufac-
urer versus private-label brands.
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Studying previous research on consumer promotions,
ilawadi et al. (2009) suggest several areas for further inves-

igation. Although we know much about the sales bump caused
y consumer promotions, we have a poorer understanding of
he profit impact. Retailers’ increased emphasis on private-label
erchandise demands more work investigating the effective-

ess of private-label promotions. It also seems important to
dentify win–win promotions for manufacturers and retailers.
ecause many purchase decisions take place in brick and mor-

ar stores and as new methods for reaching consumers in stores
merge, more research should assess the effectiveness of in-store
romotions to customers.

The pricing experience

A lot rides on how a retailer sets its prices. The three other Ps
reate value for the seller; the fourth P of price captures value.
n addition, this is the only P that earns revenue for the retailer.

hen retailers price a product or service too high, consumers
iew it as a poor value and will not buy. A price set too low may
ignal low quality, poor performance, or other negative attributes
bout the product or service. Although setting the “right” price
s clearly an important retailing task, it is often treated as an
fterthought, partly because it remains the least understood and
herefore most difficult to manage task. Recent research demon-
trates that a consumer’s store price image likely results from a
umerosity heuristic, such that the greater the number of low-
riced products at a store, the lower is the price image among
nowledgeable consumers (Ofir et al. 2008).

Kopalle et al. (2009) concentrate on the interaction between
ricing and competitive effects in retailing, noting the difficulty
f research into category- and store-level prices, because retail-
rs stock thousands of items, most of which are irrelevant to
ny given consumer. Furthermore, because different consumers
uy different market baskets, a category or store that one cus-
omer perceives as high priced may seem low priced to another.
esearch suggests that retailers therefore should carry some
igh-priced merchandise to extract rents from loyal customers
nd some low-priced merchandise to attract new ones, but more
ork is needed in this area. Moreover, the emergence of dis-

ount stores carrying fashion products and luxury brands can
ffect pricing in traditional retail chains (Kopalle et al. 2009).

A popular pricing strategy adopts loss leaders—items priced
t or below the retailer’s cost. The preponderance of loss leader
ctivity in retail stores belies the gaps in our knowledge about
ts impact on traffic, sales, and profits. Although store traffic
ncreases and sales generally increase for items used as loss
eaders, these loss leaders may not influence the sales of other,
on-promoted items (Walters and MacKenzie 1988), and their
mpact on profitability is questionable. A more definitive under-
tanding of how loss leaders affect the sales of non-promoted
tems and profitability would be very useful.

Retailers increasingly undertake “format blurring” or

scrambled merchandising,” because different retail formats
ncreasingly stock similar categories (Fox and Sethuraman
006). Consumers shop different store formats for similar
erchandise categories and therefore can usually distinguish

h
b
e
g
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etween pricing strategies within a format, such as a supermar-
et, or across formats, such as a department store and a specialty
tore (Inman, Shankar, and Ferraro 2004). Many retail formats
se EDLP (everyday low pricing) and Hi-Lo (e.g., Bell and
attin 1998; Gauri et al. 2008b; Hoch, Dreze, and Park 1994;
umar and Rao 2006; Lal and Rao 1997; Shankar and Bolton
004) pricing; further research should examine how prices in
tores that adopt a given retail format affect sales in stores that
se another format (Chu, Chintagunta, and Vilcassim 2007).

It is impossible to separate the effect of individual products,
he entire assortment, and promotion on price, or vice versa.
ategory management encourages retailers to focus on the prof-

tability of an entire product category rather than individual
rands (Levy et al. 2004), though most such research pertains to
rocery store settings. We still know relatively little about these
nteractions in other formats or what happens when we introduce
ompetition into the equation.

In contrast, we know much about the impact of a price pro-
otion for one item on the price of complementary items.
price promotion of item A may increase the sales of a

omplementary item B, but not vice versa (Walters 1991),
nd these cross-category elasticities are brand specific (Song
nd Chintagunta 2007). Although several theoretical studies
xamine optimal price bundling strategies in a competitive envi-
onment (Anderson and Leruth 1993; Jeuland 1984; Kopalle,
rishna, and Assunção 1999), additional research should empir-

cally examine these issues. Furthermore, the ready availability
f scanner data has prompted a preponderance of research per-
aining to fast moving consumer goods; it would be interesting
o examine the demand functions of durable goods as well.

Previous pricing research regarding private labels versus
ational brands suggests asymmetric sales effects, such that
igher price/higher quality brands steal sales from lower
rice/lower quality brands when the higher tier reduces its
rice (Blattberg and Wisniewski 1989). In various examina-
ions of the different features of the private label/national
rand and price/sales interactions, asymmetric effects predom-
nate (Allenby and Rossi 1991; Bronnenberg and Wathieu
996; Pauwels and Srinivasan 2004; Sethuraman and Srinivasan
002; Wedel and Zhang 2004). These studies again focus on
rocery and drugstore formats, in which private-label prices
enerally are significantly lower than those of national brands.
urther research should investigate the pricing aspects of
rivate labels versus national brands using premium private
abels (Kumar and Steenkamp 2007) and durable and fashion
oods.

Finally, research on online and multichannel pricing takes
prominent place in modern academic journals, yet limited

tudy addresses online pricing strategies (cf. Yuan and Krishna
008). Much of this limited research focuses on customer reac-
ions to different pricing strategies and shipping fees, the role
f infomediaries, advertising revenues, channel interactions, and
ersonalized pricing schedules. Yet some of the issues described

erein and examined in brick-and-mortar store settings would
e useful pursuits in the virtual and multichannel world. For
xample, how might online strategies differ from in-store strate-
ies for similar merchandise and services? Should they differ
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cross channels? Do consumers behave differently online? What
ompetitive behavior effects exist?

The merchandise and brand experience

Perhaps the most vexing problem facing retailers is the chal-
enge of getting the right merchandise in the right quantities to
he right stores at the time that customers want it. Mantrala et al.
2009) lay out a framework that highlights a series of trade-offs
etailers make during the product assortment planning decision
PAP). From there, they examine retailers’ current decision prac-
ices, the tools they use, and academic contributions surrounding
hese decisions.

To frame the problem, these authors examine three interre-
ated aspects of PAP. First, the most strategic decision retailers

ake is how many and which categories to carry (variety), which
stablishes the store’s position and image in the marketplace.
econd, and the focus of most PAP research, the assortment’s
epth involves how many items within a category a retailer
hould carry. Although we know a great deal about why it is
ifficult to determine an appropriate assortment depth, extant
esearch does little to help retailers determine what exactly that
ssortment should be. Third, the most straightforward aspect
f PAP involves establishing and maintaining a service level,
r the number of individual items of a particular stock-keeping
nit (SKU) a retailer should carry. Commercial solutions to the
ervice-level aspect of PAP have been available for decades, and
ost multistore retailers use them.
The framework begins with an outline of the constraints fac-

ng retailers—consumer perceptions and preferences that are
ifficult to predict, the retailers’ own constraints, such as the
hysical space available in a store, and environmental factors,
uch as the changing competitive landscape. Beginning with the
onsumer, Mantrala et al. (2009) examine previous research and
onclude that it is difficult to predict what customers will want
ecause they enjoy flexibility. Consumers rarely know what they
eally want when they buy, and then their choices change over
ime because they often buy now and consume later, As their
oals change (see Puccinelli et al. 2009), they may not actually
uy their first choice first. That is, even if a retailer has a con-
umer’s first choice, he or she might not buy it ultimately. At the
ame time, too much choice can be frustrating and confusing,
o retailers must balance having a wide enough assortment that
onsumers do not shop elsewhere, but not so wide that they are
verwhelmed.

In addition to the difficulties inherent to providing consumers
hat they want, retailers suffer from their own constraints, not

he least of which is the physical space available in their stores
nd the amount of money they can spend on inventory. Although
pace constraints become somewhat relaxed in an Internet retail
nvironment, retailers still must decide how to balance assort-
ent planning, variety, depth, and service level. In fact, offering

oo many options in an online retail environment can over-

helm a consumer. The most strategic decision, and the one least
nderstood and represented in the academic literature, remains
he variety decision, that is, how many and which categories
o carry. No other assortment decision is more important in

e

u
c
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etermining a retailer’s market position and brand image. Some
nteresting research attempts to understand which and how many
KUs to carry within a category (depth) (e.g., Bultez and Naert
988; Corstjens and Doyle 1981; Corstjens and Doyle 1983; Van
ierop, Fok, and Franses 2006), though it is not clear how this

esearch is being used by retail practitioners.
Another interesting aspect of PAP is the degree to which

etailers use private versus national brands. Following the lead
f several large European retail chains, such as Tesco, many
.S. chains are increasing their private-label presence to help

stablish a differential advantage. Although research supports
rivate-label merchandise (e.g., Ailawadi and Keller 2004),
ore research could examine the interactions between national

nd store brands in a retailer’s assortment. It is also important to
nderstand the role the retail brand (e.g., Victoria’s Secret, Wal-
art, and Best-Buy) has on the customers experience. (Grewal,

evy and Lehmann 2004; Verhoef et al. 2009).
Retail environmental factors always affect business deci-

ions, though several have become particularly salient in today’s
etail environment. Many retailers adopt categories that tradi-
ionally were carried by retailers using other formats, such as
rug stores carrying food items. This practice provides a more
omprehensive assortment for customers, but it also makes it
ore difficult for them to distinguish one store or retail format

rom another. Retailers also adjust their assortments to meet
hanging consumer demand, such as that for green and organic
roducts or for ethnic foods. Each of these environmental factors
ould provide an excellent setting for studying PAP decisions.
Mantrala et al. (2009) framework moves from the trade-offs

acing retailers, based on consumer perceptions and preferences,
etailer constraints, and environmental factors, to how practi-
ioners and academics address such trade-offs. Neither group
rovides much insight into the most strategic PAP decision,
hat is, which categories a retailer should carry. Practitioners
ave a good handle on how to predict sales and therefore
rovide an adequate service level for retail chains as a whole,
ut much more work is needed to fine-tune assortments by
ndividual store. Sophisticated store-level assortment planning

odels that consider price elasticities, size distributions, or
easonality patterns remain in their infancy in practice and
ould therefore benefit from additional research (e.g., Kök,
isher, and Vaidyanathan 2006).

Another challenging research area is developing attribute-
ased, rather than product-focused, approaches to PAP. Using
n attribute-based approach, retailers can predict sales of new
roducts on the basis of information about the attributes of
xisting products (Rooderkerk, van Heerde, and Bijmolt 2008).
ost academic models apply to single-category assortment

roblems, though consumers generally buy multiple items in
arious categories, so researchers really should examine the
omplementarities of any market basket to optimize overall
ssortment (e.g., Agrawal and Smith 2003). Research on single
ategories inevitably ignores other marketing mix variables and

nvironmental impacts.

These PAP decisions are based on a multitude of often
nrelated factors, and our ability to take all these factors into
onsideration simultaneously is intractable. Yet Mantrala et al.
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2009) provide some structure to the problem, which should
nable researchers to tackle these problems.

The supply chain management experience

Whereas most of the discussion in this special issue centers
n what happens at the front-end of the retail store, supply chain
anagement occurs at the back end. For decades, retail sup-

ly chain and logistics issues seemed somehow less important
han other activities such as promotion, pricing, or customer
ervice. But this erroneous perception no longer exists. Sup-
ly chain issues, from both the more managerial partnering side
nd the more technical operations side, have proven important
ources of competitive advantage for many retailers, particularly
ow-cost providers such as Wal-Mart and Zara. Ganesan et al.
2009) examine several important supply chain issues, includ-
ng global sourcing practices, multichannel routes to market, and
elationship-based innovation.

These authors note that with private-label merchandise, as
pposed to national brands, the burden of ensuring that merchan-
ise production adopts corporate socially responsible (CSR)
olicies, as well as quality and safety control issues, rest with
he retailer. And most of this sourcing is done globally today.
cademic research at the nexus of global sourcing and CSR

s somewhat sparse (e.g., Wagner, Lutz and Weitz 2008); more
esearch might examine the circumstances in which customers
ill pay more for merchandise produced in a socially responsible
anner, particularly during economic downturns.
Ganesan et al. (2009) also examine several issues for hierar-

hical multichannel relationships, in which both manufacturers
nd retailers sell through multiple channels to consumers. As
ierarchical multichannel relationships develop, conflict can
ccur between the channel members, which must compete with
ne another. Retailers can respond to this competitive situation
y taking direct action, such as refusing to sell products that
he supplier sells directly (Schoenbachler and Gordan 2002),
r looking for alternative ways to service customers (Vinhas
nd Anderson 2005). A more positive approach would pursue
channel structure with mutual benefits, such as profit sharing

Neslin et al. 2006; Yan 2008). Ganesan et al. (2009) there-
ore suggest that further research should attempt to increase
ur understanding of how hierarchical multichannel structures
ffect the participants’ relationships, their relative power, and
heir performance.

Most recent retailing innovation initiatives seem to come
rom sustainability initiatives designed to improve the environ-
ent, healthcare, diversity, and sourcing. Ganesan et al. (2009)

nvestigate how relationships between retailers and their suppli-
rs may facilitate product or process innovations. Specifically,
hen supply chain partners exchange information, the rela-

ionship grows stronger, and the likelihood that valuable and
mportant information gets exchanged increases (Rindfleisch
nd Moorman 2001). However, the strength of relational ties

ay play a more important role for process than for product

nnovations. Ganesan et al. (2009) argue that when retailers
ave supply chain partners with diverse, rather than complemen-
ary, capabilities and resources, they are more likely to innovate,

t
a
a
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ecause the information acquired from these varied sources dif-
ers. Finally, asymmetrical dependence between the retailer and
ts supply chain partners should negatively affect innovations,
ecause the weaker party guards against exploitation, while the
tronger party tends to exploit opportunities without worrying
bout negative partner perceptions (e.g., Ganesan 1993).

The location experience

Retailing academics and practitioners seem always to empha-
ize “location, location, location” as the key to success. Journal
f Retailing has a rich history of publishing location-oriented
apers (e.g., Brown 1989; Craig, Ghosh, and McLafferty 1984).
hese early papers provided a host of insights into location
odeling, offering both analog methods (Applebaum 1966) and

ttraction models (Huff 1964). A detailed and insightful review
f these models appears in Craig et al. (1984). Research pub-
ished in JR in 2008 (Appendix A: three articles), in contrast,
ffers limited attention to this important area of inquiry.

Durvasula, Sharma, and Andrews (1992) recommend
TORELOC, a store location model that incorporates manage-
ial judgment data in addition to consumer data. Because key
anagers participate in the process, their buy-in to the outputs

f the location model increase, namely, the identification of the
est retail sites for expansion. The key store attributes and their
elationships with relative competitive strength can be estimated
sing varied methods in this model, including conjoint or logit
nalysis.

Another interesting location problem involves understand-
ng how to expand a franchisor distribution system optimally,
ecause in some cases, that which is best for the franchisor may
e at odds with the preferences of the individual franchisees.
hosh and Craig (1991) develop FRANSYS, a franchise distri-
ution system location model, to address this kind of problem.
nother important issue related to locating franchises concerns

he choice between multi-unit franchisees (MUF) versus single-
nit franchisees (SUF) since the modal franchisee in the US is
o longer the stereotypic mom and pop single-unit operator, but
mini chain operator (Garg et al. 2005; Kaufmann and Dant

996). Some recent evidence suggests that even though MUF
ay be preferred by franchisors for reasons of rapid system

rowth, system-wide adaptation to competition, minimization
f horizontal free-riding, and the strategic delegation of price or
uantity choices to franchisees, it is the SUF that characterize
heir dyadic relationships with their franchisors as more rela-
ional and cooperative as compared to their MUF counterparts
Dant et al. 2009).

The age of these models clearly shows, however, the need for
ore research into location issues. With the greater availability

f excellent geographical information systems (GIS), rich data
re easily accessible. For example, GIS data supplemented with
ppropriate panel consumption data could enable empirical tests
f a host of location models.
More recent research highlights the role of two key loca-
ion factors: proximity to customers (measured in travel time)
nd proximity to other stores or agglomeration (Fox, Postrel,
nd McLaughlin 2007). For example, grocery stores appear to
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enefit from agglomeration with discount stores, but Wal-Mart
iscount stores suffer reductions in revenues when they agglom-
rate with grocery stores. In a different vein, Brooks, Kaufmann,
nd Lichtenstein (2008) demonstrate the importance of store
gglomeration for multi-stop shopping trips.

An important research advance could consider the role of
ravel time on consumers’ choices of retail formats and the
elated retailing implications. Because consumers value their
ime (Becker 1965), researchers should investigate what it might
ake, in terms of price savings and deals, to attract consumers to a
actory outlet store (normally located some distance away) rather
han a similar store in a conveniently located mall. The location
ecision likely has major ramifications for price, promotion, and
erchandising decisions.
Prior research recognizes several different retail formats,

ccording to pricing (e.g., everyday low price vs. high/low pro-
otions), merchandise (wide vs. narrow) (Gauri et al. 2008b),

nd Internet presence (bricks, clicks, or bricks and clicks).
nsights from this area of inquiry suggest that bricks still hold
n advantage over clicks (Keen et al. 2004) and are likely to
ominate in certain categories, such as high-end apparel and jew-
lry. Research also shows that consumers may use the different
etail formats for different stages of the consumer decision pro-
ess, such that the online store might be a great way to compare
lternatives, but brick-and-mortar stores seem more suitable for
urchases (Burke 2002). A systematic understanding of the role
f these different formats in the consumer decision process and
ow retailers can best optimize their multiple channels would
e a fruitful area of inquiry.

The importance of retail metrics

As Petersen et al. (2009) cover in their contribution to this
pecial issue, retail metrics take on great importance in the mod-
rn retail environment. These authors develop a framework that
dentifies key metrics on which every retail firm should focus to
mprove its marketing and financial performance. Their assess-

ent of existing research suggests seven key metrics—brand
alue, customer value, word-of-mouth and referral value, reten-
ion and acquisition, cross-buying and up-buying, multiple
hannels, and product returns—that every retailer should address
o improve its performance.

Competitive information, marketing information, and store-
nd customer-level data can relate retail strategies to outcome
etrics, and though tracking these metrics admittedly represents
challenge, it is not impossible. With advances in technology

nd sophisticated statistical models, retailers can transform the
ast amount of data they collect quickly into valuable informa-
ion pertaining to the formulation and execution of marketing
trategies. For example, Limited Brands and Overstock.com
ake frequent use of metrics, which requires them to capture

ata, operationalize the metrics, determine the frequency of mea-
urement, track the metrics, conduct experiments to illustrate

he benefits of any changes, create linkages between strategies
nd performance metrics, and disseminate the findings appro-
riately. Such successful implementations enable these retailers
o acquire and retain profitable customers.

f
t

tailing 85 (1, 2009) 1–14

As consumers consider their buying choices ever more care-
ully before they make choices about if, and where, to spend their
oney, a great customer experience can significantly increase

he chances that they return to the same store and spend more
oney, as well as the likelihood that they will tell their friends

nd family about it. Consumers trust recommendations from
riends more than they do information from vendors, and meth-
ds of quantifying the value of this word of mouth have become
vailable (Kumar, Petersen, and Leone 2007).

Furthermore, increasing store closings mean fewer stores
verall and hence less competition. But customers still will avoid
etailers on the brink of bankruptcy or those incapable of pro-
iding a good customer experience. They will continue to seek
ut and remain loyal to those retailers that deliver the best value
nd a great experience.

To survive these tough economic times then, retailers need
o focus on the key metrics discussed by Petersen et al. (2009).
onsider, for example, the metrics for product returns. More

han $100 billion worth of goods get returned every year. How
o retailers handle these returns, and can they create a bet-
er customer experience? If handled properly, customers who
eturn products will not only salvage the sale but also become
igh value customers (Petersen and Kumar in press). Fleener
nd Norcia (2008) recommend three strategies for dealing with
eturns: greet the customers before they get to the return counter
nd offer to take their returns, identify why the customer is
aking the return, and influence the customer by suggesting

r recommending products that might better meet their needs.
hus, when performed well, the return or exchange process
ecomes a great experience for both the customer and the store.

Finally, marketplace competition and retailers’ increasing
bility to process information have prompted a major shift in
he focus on metrics, from backward- to forward-looking and
rom aggregate- to customer-level metrics. Backward-looking
ggregate and customer-level metrics, such as past store profits
r share of wallet, suggest retailers allocate their resources to
ustomers who have been valuable in the past, not necessarily
hose who are likely to be valuable in the future. Forward-
ooking metrics, such as customer lifetime value (CLV; Kumar
008b), instead can help retailers develop strategies to stimulate
rowth. Kumar, Shah, and Venkatesan (2006) reveal that the use
f CLV as a metric for future marketing campaigns and mar-
eting resource allocations (Kumar 2008a) can result in greater
rowth in customer-level profits and CLV. This increase not only
nsures future profitability but also contributes to higher stock
rices (Kumar and Shah in press), thereby increasing share-
older value. Gupta et al. (2004) also demonstrate the value of
ustomer-focused metrics for shareholder value. Thus, Petersen
t al. (2009) emphasize the need for not only the right metrics
ut also the proper implementation as a means to produce better
esults.

Conclusion
The objective of this introduction is to provide an organizing
ramework and describe the contributions of the seven articles
hat comprise this special issue on retail customer experience.
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e highlight some key aspects and findings from each article
nd discuss the important roles of macro factors and the firm
ontrolled factors on retail customer experience. We hope these
rticles provide a broad-based overview of the various domains
e.g., consumer behavior, promotion, pricing, merchandise, sup-
ly chain management, location and retail metrics) of the retail
ustomer experience and in turn provide a research catalyst for
plethora of important retailing issues. Keeping customers in

he next few years will be even more important than making a
ale. Shoppers are getting used to those 50–75 percent off sale

igns, and that is bad news for merchants who worry they will
lso have to quickly slash prices on merchandise to attract cus-
omers. Retailers will have to engage their customers every day

n
a
D
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Appendix A. Summary of the Journal of Retailing Publications

Cite Findings M

Vol. 84 (4)
Dant and Brown Editorial emphasizing B2B vs. B2C is obsolete.
Konus, Verhoef, and Neslin Identifies three customer

segments—multichannel enthusiasts, uninvolved
and store focused. Psychographic variables are
demonstrated to be useful in predicting segment
membership.

Ofir, Raghubir, Brosh, Monroe
and Heiman

Numerosity heuristic (greater number of low
price products at a store) influences the store
price image for knowledgeable consumers. The
availability heuristic (ease of recall of low price
products) influences store price image for less
knowledgeable consumers.

Grewal, Roggeveen and Tsiros The results of a number of studies demonstrate
that firms need to offer compensation for a
service recovery when they are responsible for
the failure and the failure occurs frequently.

Davis and Mentzer Trade equity (manufacturer trustworthiness)
enhances the effect of brand equity on retailer
dependence while reducing the effect of brand
equity on retailer commitment.

Sigué A model is presented to understand whether the
manufacturer or retailer is better off (in terms of
profits) when promotions (manufacturer or
retailer controlled) are offered.

Harris The main demographic and psychographic
drivers for fraudulent returns are presented.

Xu and Kim The effect of the serial position of the vendor on
a shopping comparison site affects their vendor
acceptance. Greater attention paid to listings at
the beginning.

Tuncay and Otnes Two qualitative techniques are use to identify
strategies used by consumers to manage
persuasive attempts in unfamiliar consumption
contexts.

Vol. 84 (3)
Brown and Lam A meta-analysis quantifying the synergistic

effect of high employee job satisfaction, leading
to high service quality and in turn higher
customer satisfaction.
tailing 85 (1, 2009) 1–14 9

o create the long-term loyal advocates necessary to compete in
hese challenging times. The most important thing is to be able
o identify ways to hold on to profitable customers. We have
hown in this article as well as in this special issue that there
re multiple paths to providing a great customer experience for
etail shoppers.
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ppendix A (Continued )

ite Findings

auri, Trivedi, and Grewal Highlights key antecedents (store, market and
competitive) to the use of a store following a
particular pricing strategy (EDLP and HiLo),
format strategy (convenience, supermarket an
superstore) and/or combination strategy (pric
and assortment).

ei, de Ruyter, and Wetzels Demonstrates that consumer perceive greater
risk for step-up vertical brand extensions (as
compared to step-down). The effect is modera
by service guarantees and prior knowledge.

loot and Verhoef Results of two studies provide insight into the
effects of delisting of brands (based on their
equity and market share) on store and brand
switching intentions.

hiou-Wei and Inman Panel analysis is used to understand drivers o
redemption of electronic coupons. Education,
employment and coupon face value have
positive effects. Distance of consumer from th
redemption location has a negative effect.

remler and Gwinner Critical incident methodology is used to ident
five categories of rapport building behaviors
(uncommonly attentive, common grounding,
courteous behavior, connecting and informati
sharing).

ee and Rhee An optimal guaranteed profit margin scheme
proposed for supply chain management betwe
retailer and vendor.

ollenbeck, Peters, and
Zinkhan

Using the World of Coca-Cola brand museum
the context, the authors explain how the brand
experience is enhanced.

anhamme and de Bont A consumer panel study is used to understand
drivers of surprise gifts (as compared to other
gifts). Design, higher price and money back
guarantees were significant predictors.

ol. 84 (2)
rown and Dant Editorial on what makes a significant

contribution to retailing literature.
hakor, Suri, and Saleh Younger consumer’s attitudes’ to the service a

reduced as a function of the age of the cohort
the service setting.

rady, Cronin, Fox, and Roehm Strong brand equity can help combat negative
effects due to performance failure.

oschat A decrease in inventory decreases demand fo
the brand and increases demand for the
competitive brand.

oukova, Kannan, and
Ratchford

Communication strategies that create awarene
of the utility of the alternative bundle forms
(digital and conventional) enhance the purcha
probability of the joint bundle.

ittal, Huppertz, and Khare Developing relationship ties with customers
reduces their likelihood of complaining. Thes
results are reduced for consumers who have l
information control tendencies (i.e., don’t ask
questions).

win, Stanaland, and Miyazaki They highlight the effectiveness of parental
mediation and government regulation strategi

to reduce children under 18 disclosing sensitive
information on the Internet.

ellaert, Arentze and
Timmermans

Demonstrates that different attributes and
benefits are activated as a function of the
shopping category.

X
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ppendix A (Continued )

ite Findings

uan, Gu, and Whinston Examines the complex interrelationship betw
word of mouth and revenue in the case of mot
pictures.

ol. 84 (1)
rown and Dant The methodological domain of JR articles

(2002–2007) is summarized.
umar, George, and Pancras Determines drivers (exchange characteristics,

firm effort, customer characteristics and produ
characteristic) of cross-buying and how to
increase customer lifetime value.

rooks, Kaufmann, and
Lichtenstein

They study the utility provided in multiple sto
shopping trips. Consumers prefer clustered
stops.

urkle and Posselt Develops a model to determine the optimal m
of franchisee-owned and franchisor-owned un

aylor, Kleiser, Baker, and
Yorkston

Assesses the effectiveness of transformation
appeals (relative to informational appeals). Th
effects are stronger for consumers without pri
experience.

ay Develops an economic model for firms selling
“opaque” products through intermediaries.

unyan and Droge Presents a review of 20+ years of research on
small retailers.

uan and Krishna Explores alternative pricing strategies (fixed f
vs. all-revenue-share fee) for online shopping
malls.

arden, Huang, Liu, and Wu Using television home shopping (THS) as a
context, the study explores the metaphor of
marketing-as-relationship across American,
Japanese, and Chinese retailing cultures.

otal
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